The Courtyard at The Longview Assisted Living Residence

Unit Floor Plans

Effective January 1, 2016

The attached renderings provide illustrations of three unit floor plans in The Courtyard at The Longview. This single-story facility, designed for the memory impaired, is separate and distinct from The Longview, providing its own dining, activity, and common areas for residents. This section contains 32 units. The individual units are identified as Courtyard studios, Courtyard modified studios, and Courtyard turret studios. With each rendering is a listing of individual units with floor plans that generally conform to the illustration.

The Courtyard at The Longview contains:

- 28 Courtyard studios,
- two Courtyard modified studios, and
- two Courtyard turret studios.

Unit floor plan
Courtyard studio
Courtyard modified studio
Courtyard turret studio**

Private & Semi-private

**One Courtyard turret studio can accommodate two residents. The semi-private rate is charged to each resident when occupied on a semi-private basis. The private rate is charged to a resident occupying a turret or double studio on a private basis.

See schedule of charges for specific room rate information.
The Courtyard at The Longview Assisted Living Residence
(Floor Plan Code: A)

Unit space: 250 square feet
The following units have layouts similar to this rendering: 1 to 5, 7 to 11, 13 to 20, 22 to 26, 28 to 32

*Individual units may vary slightly from this rendering.*
*Furnishings provided by the facility.*
Unit space: 275 square feet

The following units have layouts similar to this rendering: 6, 27

*Individual units may vary slightly from this rendering. Furnishings provided by the facility.*
Unit space: 400 square feet
The following units have layouts similar to this rendering: 12, 21

Individual units may vary slightly from this rendering. Furnishings provided by the facility.